
STEM Lessons with ILITE
4-8 Week 3



To inspire young people to become leaders in science, 
technology, engineering, and mathematics by providing 

them with hands-on engineering challenges with the 
mentorship of industry professionals, to build a 

foundation of both technical and business skills, to 
create leaders in technology and engineering.

ILITE’s Mission



Week 3 STEM Activity: Engineering  
Welcome engineers! 

Mission details:

● Snack Pulley
● Rubber Band Car
● Leap Bot
● Paper Tower Challenge



Snack Pulley



Objective 1: Snack Pulley
● Materials for Snack Pulley

○ Goldfish
○ 6 paper towel rolls or wrapping paper roll cut into pieces
○ 3 straws
○ 3 empty ribbon spools
○ baker’s twine
○ small plastic cup or container
○ masking tape
○ scissors
○ pen or screwdriver to poke holes in cup



Objective 1: Snack Pulley
Procedure for Snack Pulley

1. Make the pulley basket:  Take the plastic cup and poke two holes in it, directly across from each other.  Feed twine 
through each hole and tie, giving the cup a short handle.  Then tie a 1 1/2 yard piece of twine to the center of the cup 
handle.

2. Construct the pulley supports:
a. Cut paper rolls to desired lengths.  I used 4 at paper towel roll length and 2 at a shorter length.
b. Poke a hole into one end of a paper roll, approximately 1″ from edge.  Poke another hole, also 1″ from edge, 

directly opposite the circle from the first hole.  Make holes large enough for a straw to fit easily through.  Repeat 
with the remaining five rolls.

c. Take two matching height rolls.  Feed a straw (the pulley shaft) through both holes in a roll, then the hole in a 
ribbon spool and then through the second roll.  Repeat with the other two sets of rolls.

d. Tape the bottoms of the paper towel rolls to a stable table with masking tape.  The rolls should be just narrower 
than a straw’s length apart.  Then tape the next two pulleys.

3. Feed and play with the pulleys:  Pull twine over the first ribbon spool, under the second ribbon spool and over the third 
ribbon spool.  Fill the basket with Goldfish crackers and lift away!  



Rubber Band Car



Objective 2: Rubber Band Car
● Materials for Rubber Band Car

○ one toothpick broken into parts
○ hot glue and hot glue gun 
○ 6 rubber bands 
○ utility scissors
○ straw
○ 2- We used Woodpile Fun sticks  3.15″x 0.16″ sticks
○ 2- 4 1/2″ popsicle sticks
○ 2″ cardboard wheels with hole in center
○ 2 bolts
○ 4 nuts

https://www.hobbylobby.com/Crafts-Hobbies/Painting-Surfaces/Wood/Colored-Wood-Blocks-with-Sticks/p/112356
http://amzn.to/2CuCUZA


Objective 2: Rubber Band Car
Procedure for Rubber Band Car

1. Cut straw 4x -1″ pieces or smaller  ( I say 1″ pieces, 
since that will be straight forward for the kids to measure, 
but smaller may give you even more room in center to 
work with.)

2. Connect 2 rubber bands equalling the length of a 4.5″ 
popsicle stick.  We used 32mm rubber bands for this 
project.

3. Cut toothpick into small pieces.  Doesn’t have to be 
precise.  This is what the rubber band will catch on to 
when you pull wheels back.

4. Put rubber bands around cardboard wheels to increase 
friction.

5. Twist stick (axel) into wheel hole.  If the hole isn’t big 
enough, widen with a pencil.

6. Secure outside of wheel with hot glue.

7. String two straw pieces on each stick (axel).
8. Place wheel on other end, and secure with glue.
9. Spread straw pieces apart and hot glue small toothpick 

pieces in center.
10. Hot glue popsicle sticks on straws.
11. Hot glue bolts on the back of the car to weigh it down 

and decrease spin out.  Add       nuts as needed.  It all 
depends on your size of bolt.  With engineering it is all 
about testing and altering your design.

12. Attach rubber band to the front axle.
13. Connect rubber band loop to the back toothpick, twist 

to wind up, and release.

http://amzn.to/2HuOmIs


Leap Bot



Objective 3: Leap Bot
Materials for Leap Bot

1. 2”-3” Wooden or Cardboard Circles ( greater 
than  1/16” thick for sturdiness)

2. 3/16” wooden dowel or pencil cut to be 4” long
3. 8-10 mm diameter binding coil cut to be ~2” long
4. Foam Block (2” x 2” x 1”)
5. Mini Googly Eyes
6. Mini Pom-Poms
7. Markers
8. Pipe Cleaners cut to be ~1” long
9. Liquid Glue: Elmer’s Clear Glue, Foam Glue 

(Optional), Super Glue ( Parent Supervision 
Recommended )

10. Scissors
11. Paint ( optional )



Objective 3: Leap Bot
Procedure for Leap Bot

1. Create a long hole through the foam block slightly bigger than 
the pencil/wooden dowel ( it should be able to slide in and out 
with ease and room )

2. Use the Scissors to create a small hole the size of the 
dowel/pencil in the center of the cardboard/wooden circle.

3. Glue the dowel/pencil to the circle so that it fits inside the hole. 
Let Dry completely.

4. Decorate Foam Block with eyes, pom-poms, markers, and pipe 
cleaners. Be Careful not to cover the hole made earlier.

5. Once dry, slide binding coil over the dowel/pencil and glue in 
place ( shown in picture on right )

6. Decorate the base with paint and materials ( optional )
7. To launch, place foam body over the wooden dowel, pull down 

by holding the bottom of the block and let go!



Paper Tower Challenge



Objective 4: Paper Tower Challenge
● Materials for Paper Tower Challenge

○ 2-5 sheets of computer paper/newspaper
○ 1 pair of scissors
○ 5 paper clips



Objective 4: Paper Tower Challenge
● Procedure for Paper Tower Challenge

○ Each engineer is on a strict budget, so they must only use the provided materials: 
paper, paperclips, and scissors

○ Before construction, design the tower and budget how the materials will be used
■ Maybe draw a diagram or a picture!

○ The challenge is to create a free-standing tower with the materials given
○ The tower cannot be attached to the table and the tower must stand on its own for 3 

minutes
○ Good luck engineers!



Congratulations on a successful mission! Check back 
weekly for more fun STEM lessons and activities with 

ILITE robotics!

Great Job Engineers!


